UPA: FORM IN THE ANIMATED CARTOON, the popular exhibition of work from the studios of United Productions of America now at the Museum of Modern Art, 11 West 53 Street, has been extended and will remain on view through September 25.

As part of the exhibition, which shows the production of an animated cartoon from sketch to finished frame with the aid of 19th century spinners and mutoscopes which visitors can operate themselves, the Museum is showing a series of UPA cartoons, daily from 2 to 2:30 p.m. Several have been released for the first time this summer in conjunction with the exhibition.

REVISED SCHEDULE OF UPA FILM SHOWINGS

July 11 - 17: HOW NOW BOING BOING, DESTINATION MAGOO, HAZARDS OF JET WARFARE, MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE, ESSO.
July 18 - 24: THE ROVER BOYS IN PERIL, HOTSY FOOTSY, Animated inserts from GIRL NEXT DOOR, CBS Hytron, SWANSDOWN, BABY BOOGIE.
July 25 - 31: THE TELL TALE HEART, PUDDY PUDDY BUDDY, THE MAGIC FLIKE, MAN ALIVE, CAVALIER, JELLO.
Aug. 1 - 7: GRIZZLY GOLFER, NAVY TV SPOT, INVISIBLE MOUSTACHE OF RAOUl DUFY, MINUTE MAN, IT'S TIME FOR EVERYBODY.
Aug. 8 - 14: TUNE IN TOMORROW, ROOTY TOOT TOOT, UNICORN IN THE GARDEN, I HAD A BIRD, LITTLE BOY BLEW.
Aug. 15 - 21: GERALD MCOBOING DOING, TROUBLE INDEMNITY, FLATMATING, ELGIN, SWANSDOWN, JELLO.
Aug. 22 - 28: THE POPCORN STORY, BUNGLED BUNGALOW, GM COWBOY TV SPOT, FUDGET'S BUDGET, RAGTIME BEAR.
Aug. 29 - Sept. 4: THE JAYWALKER, OMNIBUS OPENING, PUMP TROUBLE, WHEN MAGOO FLEW, WONDER GLOVES.
Sept. 5 - 11: THE ROVER BOYS IN PERIL, WHEN MAGOO FLEW, WONDER GLOVES, FRESH MILK, WILLIE THE KID.
Sept. 12 - 18: LITTLE BOY WITH A BIG HORN, HOORAY FOR HOMER, JELLO TV SPOT, TROUBLE INDEMNITY, FLATMATING.